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Shyscrapers are hubristic feats. Fine. Celebrate that. Engage that through a series of crusades and let the building create moments of subliminal awe.
Juxtapose the exterior's contemporary/sculpted/un-ashamedly URBAN form, comprised from futuristic photovoltaic
skin with the interior's Bradbury/Louis Sullivan/carved/crafted/manually-bolted-steel-girder existence shot through with
the pastoral landscape of forests, vines and vertical farm-age.

Carve out the center to create a world within a world - sectional interaction among uses and populations - a Hogwart-

sian environment that dispels Bachelard's notions that a skyscraper is series of rooms piled one on top of the other in a
monotony of "horizontality".....

Provide open spiral stairs, jutting balconies and cascades of light to experience the building's height first hand.....
Sprinkle on top notions of floating mountains from Zhangjiajie National Forest Park......then.....
Harness the wind at the very top - and you have a building meant to engage contemplation and investigation.
- as Hegel says "...start the imagination like a rover among the day-dream playing
fields of the fancy.... which captivate the senses.... in order that...the experience of our
external life may be repaired of its deficiencies...that the passions we share with all
men may be excited...to make ourselves open channels of the universal experience".
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Capitalizing on the height and the north-west and south-west
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Always looking to take up
Despommier’s banner....
here it serves practically
for the culinary functions
and also as a teaching device for both the
school and after school
programs

the building’s design
draws on the floating
mountains from Zhangjiajie National Forest Park

central space

sacrilegious, we
know,
to leave so much
leasable space unbuilt, but this sectional space holds
the juice for us - the
spatial interaction
for all programs
and the visual/physical engagement of
the imagination

working skin

photovoltaic skins both
shade and harness the
sun

outside the building

presents the “Future” with contemporary forms
and sleek skin...

inside -

it’s a Hogswartian world with bolted
steel and carved ornament

